
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

At the end of the summer term, in the ______________ year, the Prince
consented to preside at the distribution of prizes on the Britannia, and
graciously announced that the successful pupils should receive their medals
and books from the hands of the Princess of Wales.

1.

(followed/following)

His solemn- ______________ horse seems to realize that a miracle is
taking place; and in the foreground are five delicately drawn hounds.
2.

(faced/facing)

The bank official was very much ______________, and I judged that the
package contained a considerable sum of money.
3.

(excited/exciting)

This ignominious conveyance, yellow- ______________, on high wheels,
and lined with sheet-iron, is divided into two compartments.
4.

(bodied/bodying)

He shrank a little from their first contact, all the more startling to him
because he was so little ______________ to the ritual familiarity of dancing.
5.

(accustomed/accustoming)

That of the ______________ States is fully known.6. (united/uniting)

Passion, full- ______________, springs flaming from the heart of man.7.
(armed/arming)

That the treaty affected the interests of France not less than those of the
______________ States, was, in this memorable controversy, asserted by
the one party, with as much zeal as it was denied by the other.

8.

(united/uniting)

It was ______________ to see officers of Mosby's command walk up to
union officers, salute and accost them by name.
9.

(astonished/astonishing)

And, on the whole, it is not ______________ that Ferdinand, whose
support to Columbus had never been very hearty, should about this time have
determined to suspend him.

10.

(surprised/surprising)
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It was ______________ to see the evidence of their morning sociability
written there upon the new snow.
11.

(pleased/pleasing)

Such noble, broadcast, open- ______________ waste is delicious to
behold.
12.

(armed/arming)

When he awoke in the morning he was ______________ to find that the
little food which he had saved for his breakfast was gone.
13.

(frightened/frightening)

This ballad, it is ______________ to note, is one widely diffused
throughout Europe, being specially rich in Danish, Icelandic, Norse, and
Swedish collections.

14.

(interested/interesting)

It is ______________ to note that it was apparently the anti-slavery
question which laid the foundation for the intimacy between Longfellow and
Lowell.

15.

(interested/interesting)

He was very much ______________ in what he saw and is coming back
in ten days.
16.

(interested/interesting)

In 1815, on the conclusion of the war, the electorate of Hanover was
raised to the rank of a kingdom, and in the ______________ year the duke
was appointed viceroy.

17.

(followed/following)

In a word, seeing the heavens opened, and being convinced that the end
of the world was approaching, it is not ______________ that they had
courage to set punishment at defiance, to endure it with constancy, and to
despise death.

18.

(surprised/surprising)

He was ______________ to see us and was glad.19.
(surprised/surprising)

A very sharp insight into human nature is shown in this passage, and it is
not ______________ that the boy who wrote it afterwards became a mover of
men.

20.

(surprised/surprising)
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